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Year 3/4  - Week 7 -  Learning at Home  
Below is an example of a home learning timetable that you may choose to follow. Each of the activities included in 

this document are designed to last for approximately 30 minutes. 

 

Please note: There is a Maths Task (Day 2)  and a  BQT task (choose your favourite)  that we have asked you to send 

to your classroom teacher via Google Classroom (see * to indicate this task needs to be uploaded).  Please upload on 

to Google Classroom (GC) by Friday morning. Your child’s teacher will provide individual feedback on GC.   

Weekly Focus 

Reading Points of View 

Writing Alternative Fairy Tale Story Endings 

Spelling Short ‘e’ Spelling Patterns (e/ea/ai/a) 

Maths Multiplication/Division 

Health Gratitude 

BQT Explorers 

 

Even though today is a Pupil Free Day - here are some activities to complete for the day. 

Day 1 

Reading 
 

 

Point of View 
Point of View refers to the type of narrator (the person telling the story or sharing the 
information) the author chooses to use in a text. 
 
The most common types of narration include: 
First Person - where the writer is writing from their own point of view, or from their 
main character’s point of view. A text that is written in this way will use words like ‘I, 
my, me’ etc. and the reader will usually have access to the  narrator’s thoughts and 
feelings. 
 
Third Person - the writer writes about different characters’ points of view. The writer 
will use pronouns such as ‘he, she, her, them’ etc.  
 
Listen to/read along with version of the book ‘Two Bad Ants’ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vrbo50SRi2Q 
 
Notice that the text is told from the two ants’ points of view (third person). But the 
illustrations show us what is really happening. Can you fill in this table to show 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vrbo50SRi2Q
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different parts of the text, where the story being told from the ants’ point of view is 
different to what is actually happening to the ants. One example is already done for 
you. How many more can you find? 
 

Page Ants’ Point of View Reality 

4 They come to a mountain They come to the outside wall of a 
house 

   

   
 

Writing 
 
Fairytales 

What is a Fairy Tale? 

- a story (for children) involving fantastic forces and beings (such as fairies, wizards, 

and goblins) 

- a story in which improbable events lead to a happy ending 

- a made-up story usually designed to mislead 

1. Brainstorm:  Write down all the fairy Tales you can think of 

 
2. Watch:  Little Red Riding Hood - Fixed Fairy Tales 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WG3_gnKSDh4 
 
3. Draw a Venn Diagram and compare how this version of Red Riding hood is similar 
and/or different from the original version. 

  
 

4. Fairy tales are often told from one person's perspective (point of view). Watch this 
version of the 3 Pigs,  ‘The True Story of the Three Little Pigs’ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m75aEhm-BYw 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WG3_gnKSDh4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m75aEhm-BYw
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While watching, answer these questions in your workbook (you can pause the video 
when you need to): 

● From whose point of view is the story told? 

● Who was the villain in ‘The True Story of the Three Little Pigs’? 

● What did the pig want? 

● How did he try and get it? 

Maths 
 
 
Multiplication 
and Division 
facts 

Maths Vocabulary 
 

● Multiples are what we get after multiplying the number by an integer (whole 

number). 

● Factors are what we can multiply to get the number. 

● An inverse operation is an operation that undoes what was done by the previous 

operation. Addition & subtraction are the inverse of each other and multiplication 

and division are the inverse of each other. 

                            

 

 
Warm up: On the 100s 
square, colour the  
multiples of 
  
2 in red  
3 in orange  
5 in green  
10 in blue 

 
 
What do you notice?  
Can you see any 
patterns? 
Discuss with a family 
member or think to 
yourself. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Task 1: How many multiplication and division facts can you find for the following set of 
numbers? If you need more space, write them in your book. 

 
Remember, division and multiplication are the inverse of each other. 
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             Example 

 
 

 
Task 2: Choose a 2 or 3 digit number and find all the factors for that number. Then 
write all the multiplication and division facts for it.  There may be more than 4 facts. 
 

Example 
                             

Number: 12          
Factors: 1, 12, 3,  4, 6,  2 
 
Number facts: 
12x1 = 12     1x12 = 12     4x3 = 12     3x4 = 12     12÷1 = 12       12÷3 = 4       12÷4 = 3 
 
 
Extension: Which number under 100 has the most factors? 
 

Health 
 
GRATEFUL 

Grateful: Feeling or showing thanks because someone has done something kind for 
you. You can be grateful to someone or for something. 
 

1. Create an ABC  brainstorm of things you are grateful for. For example:  
 
A is for awesome adventures outside 
B is for the chance to watch bees in my garden 
C is for caring parents 
D is for… and so forth 
 

2. Once you have brainstormed all the letters of the alphabet, make a ‘Grateful 
Tree’ using whatever you have around the house or garden,  or you could 
create a grateful tree on a poster, Picollege etc. Don’t worry if you can’t find 
something for every letter in the alphabet!! If you feel like an extra OPTIONAL 
challenge, turn your ABC Grateful tree into a poem. 

3. Think of ONE thing you could do to show someone you are grateful for 
something they have done for you and then go do it. For inspiration watch 
‘Inspirational Video - Pay It Forward’ 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X3ld9_p2bS0 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X3ld9_p2bS0
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BQT* Please refer to the task below. This week, you need to complete TWO tasks for BQT 
across the whole week. 
 
*Action: Once finished, take a picture of ONE of the activities and post it to the folder 
on Google Classroom. Your teacher will provide feedback on this work via Google 
Classroom.  
 

 

BQT Project: Read through the tasks and choose TWO to 
complete throughout the week. 

 

TASK 1: Crew Advertisement 

Imagine that you are Captain Cook who landed in Australia OR 
research another famous explorer. The King and Queen of England 
have agreed to give you a crew of ninety people. What type of 
people would you choose? How would you convince them that it 
was a good idea? For example, many people at the time were 
afraid of unknown waters. They thought that the world was flat and if you sailed too far you would fall 
off the edge.  

 

Your task is to make up a job advertisement for your crew. You can use the template below or you 
can design your own advertisement. You must include the following information:       

·        A short description of where you plan to go, the direction you plan to sail in and what you plan to 
find.  (Hint: Try to make it sound like an adventure.) 

·        The type of person you need to be to do the job.  (Hint: Use adjectives.) 

 

Read resource 1 (below) to help you work out what life would have been like sailing with some of the 
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great explorers. 

                 Position Vacant 

CREW MEMBER FOR……… 

Where we plan to go: 

How will we get there? 

What we plan to find: 

The type of person you need to be... 

Things you need to be brave about... 

 

TASK 2: Naval Instrument Research 

Explorers used instruments to help them to navigate through the uncharted waters. Some of these 
instruments are shown below: telescope, compass, cross-staff, astrolabe and an hour-glass.  

 

Research what these instruments were used for and make a list of 5 items you 
would like to take on your voyage. Briefly outline how you (explorer) would use your chosen items.  

TASK 3: Making Maps 

Use the blank world map below (see BQT resource task 3) and map the journey your ship will take. It 
must include: the labelling of at least 5 countries on the map, a scale, legend and a title.  

What is a map? 

A map is a drawing of an area as you would see it if you were looking from high up above. You can make 
maps of all sorts of places. You can make a map of your bedroom or, like the explorers you can make a 
map of the world. 

HINT: To make your map look really old, dab coffee or tea on the paper to stain it. 
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Map: First Fleet route 

TASK 4: Make a Spice Caravel  

(A caravel is a type of sailing ship) 

Before the invention of the refrigerator, which now keeps our food cool and fresh, meat often spoiled 
before it could be eaten. Europeans longed for spices and herbs which would make their food taste 
better. 

Spices were often valued as much as gold, silk and other riches from faraway places. Kings and Queens 
would send explorers in search of new spices and herbs.  

To make your Spice Caravel you will need the following equipment. 

·        A range of spices, e.g. cinnamon, powdered ginger, nutmeg, cumin. Your kitchen cupboard will 
give you more ideas. 

·        Glue 
·        Piece of card 
·        Coloured pencils and markers 

Instructions: 

Draw a picture of a caravel on your piece of card. You might like to copy this 
one. 

Put glue on one area of the ship at a time. 

Cover the glue with spice. Shake off the excess. 

Repeat these steps with each area in the drawing using different spices until the entire ship is covered 
with different spices. 

See what you can find out about the spices that you have used in your Spice Caravel and fill in the boxes 
below: 

Spice Country it came from What it was used for 
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*Optional- Take a photo of your spice caravel when finished and post on your Google 
Classroom feed 
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Resource BQT Task 1: A life at sea: What was it like to be a sailor 500 years ago? 
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Resource BQT Task 3 
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Day 2 

Reading Everyone has a different point of view, or ‘perspective’, about the way we view, think 
about and understand things. For example, you and your parents will probably look at 
screen time limits in a different way. Some points of view will be completely opposite, 
some may be similar, but everyone has their own unique point of view on how they 
view the world. 
 
Read the text below (Resource 1 ‘The House’) twice, from two different points of view. 
In your first read, imagine you have just been hired as the new cleaner of the house. 
Underline or highlight in red any information in the text that would be important to you 
as a cleaner to help you decide how much money you will charge the owner for cleaning 
the house. 
 
The second time you read it, imagine you are a real estate agent, whose job it is to sell 
the house. Underline or highlight in green any information that you think will be 
important to you as a real estate agent to help you sell the house easily. 

Spelling 
 Ways to spell the short ‘e’ sound 

The most common way of spelling the short ‘e’ sound is the letter ‘e’ in a closed syllable. 
However, there are a couple of other ways of spelling this short ‘e’ sound. They don’t 
occur as often, but we still need to be able to recognise them and they occur in some 
very common words. The short ‘e’ sound can also be spelled with: 

‘ea’ as in ‘bread’ (the tricky thing about this is that ‘ea’ more commonly makes the long 
‘e’ sound like ‘real’) 

‘ai’ as in ‘said’ (again this is tricky because ‘ai’ usually makes the long ‘a’ sound as in 
‘rain’) 

‘a’ as in ‘any’ 

Activity 1: Choose one of the spelling lists below, that you think best suits you. Use your 
Spelling Menu (from previous weeks) to get ideas for practising your spelling. Before 
next week, ask a grownup/older sibling to test you on your words! 

Green Words Orange Words Red Words 

said again against 

any secondary asphalt 

deaf breakfast endeavour 

fresh address assess 

fetch impress ketchup 

effort mellow whether 
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Writing TASK: Today you are going to start to rewrite a fairy tale by changing something from 
the original version. You are going to look at the fairy tale from a different point of 
view. 

 
1. Choose ONE of your favourite fairy tales and start brainstorming ways you could 

change it. If you are stuck on what fairy tale to pick have a look at these sites: 
 
The Three Little Pigs: 
 https://www.storyberries.com/the-three-little-pigs/ 
 
Goldilocks and the Three Bears: https://www.storyberries.com/fairy-tales-goldilocks-
and-the-three-bears/ 
 
The Tale of Tom Thumb: https://www.storyberries.com/fairy-tales-the-tale-of-tom-
thumb 
 

2. Use the graphic organiser table by filling it out to help you work out whose point 
of view you will re-tell your fairy tale from. See example: 
 

Name of tale: The Three Little Pigs and the Big Bad Wolf 
Author: 

 Classic version My version/changed version 

Main Characters E.g. 3 little pigs The wolf 

Setting 
Where, when 
(Time and place) 

The countryside The countryside 

Problem 
Why? 
What is the 
conflict? 

The 3 pigs want to live in 
peace, but the pig bad wolf 
wants to eat them. 

A wolf wants a cup of sugar to 
bake for his granny but his  
three pig neighbours are rude 
and won’t give him any. 

Events 1.The pigs build a house of 
straw, the wolf blows it down. 
2.The pigs build a house of 
sticks and the wolf blows it 
down 
3.The pigs build a house of 
bricks but the wolf can't blow 
it down so he tries to get 
them through the chimney. 

1.The wolf visits the pig in the 
straw house to ask for a cup of 
sugar, but sneezes and 
accidentally kills the pig. He 
eats him. 
2.The wolf visits the pig in the 
twig house to ask for a cup of 
sugar, but sneezes and 
accidentally kills the pig. He 
eats him. 
3.The wolf visits the pig in the 
brick house, but the pig insults 
the wolf's granny. 

Solution 
How? 

The pigs light a fire and put a 
cauldron of scalding hot 

The wolf gets angry and has a 
fit - the cops arrive and the 

https://www.storyberries.com/the-three-little-pigs/
https://www.storyberries.com/fairy-tales-goldilocks-and-the-three-bears/
https://www.storyberries.com/fairy-tales-goldilocks-and-the-three-bears/
https://www.storyberries.com/fairy-tales-the-tale-of-tom-thumb/
https://www.storyberries.com/fairy-tales-the-tale-of-tom-thumb/
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water in the fireplace. The 
wolf falls into the pot and 
burns/boils to death. The pigs 
are safe. 

wolf is framed for murder of 
the two pigs. 

 
3. Using one of the fairy tale graphic organisers (below) start rewriting the fairytale 

with your version. You will work on your draft today and tomorrow, you will edit 
and revise it on Thursday and on Friday you will publish your work. 

 

Maths * 
 
 
Mental 
strategies: 
Multiplication 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Warm Up: Times table game (link)  
 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button 
 

OR                     
 
AFL Guernseys Colour-in (Resource 1 
below) 
 
 

Multiplication 
 

Work out this problem in your head:   
6 x 4 
 
Explain to a family member what 
you did to find the answer or write it 
down. 
 
Did you use any of the strategies in 
the poster? 
 
 
Repeated Addition 
Equal Groups 
Arrays 
Number Line/skip counting 
 
 

Task 1: Using any multiplication strategy, answer the questions below in your book. 

 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button
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Task 2: 2-Step Multiplication. These questions require you to do 2 equations to find the 

answer. 

  

1. A team of 7 players  receive 3 shirts each. Each shirt contains 2 pockets. How many 

pockets are there in total? 
  

2. There are 12 teams in a dance competition. Each team has 6 competitors and each 

person has 3 pairs of dancing shoes. How many pairs of shoes are there in total? 
  

3. I buy 10 packets of cookies. Each pack contains 8 cookies inside. On top of each 

cookie, there are 6 chocolate chips. How many chocolate chips are there altogether? 
 

4. A shop buys 5 bags of apples with 12 apples in each bag. Each 
apple contains 7 seeds inside. How many seeds are there in 
total? 
 
 
Action: *Make sure you show your working out for each activity. 
You need to take a photo of your work and post it to the correct folder on Google 
Classroom 
 
Optional Task: Make a poster to remind you of all the multiplication strategies. You can 
do this by hand or digitally (PicCollage, Powerpoint, Keynote etc.) 
 

BQT Continue with your two tasks from the Day 1 planner. 

P.E 
Opening/Warm-up – Complete the 8 minute Spiderman workout found in the link. Each 
exercise runs for 30 seconds and is followed by a 10 second rest. Time to get your spider 
senses tingling. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=15BWn39QYY0&list=PLvuT1Bjs2VSF0Yqahj8VAKBwyYFnLJIDa&index
=10 

or complete as many of the exercise options found in the table below as you wish. 

Choice 1 Choice 2 Choice 3 Choice 4 Choice 5 

- 20 star jumps In your - 20 seconds In your Go for a 15 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=15BWn39QYY0&list=PLvuT1Bjs2VSF0Yqahj8VAKBwyYFnLJIDa&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=15BWn39QYY0&list=PLvuT1Bjs2VSF0Yqahj8VAKBwyYFnLJIDa&index=10
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- 10 push ups 
- 20 sit ups 
- 20 seconds 
running on the 
spot 
Repeat 3 times 

backyard: 
- Skip for 2 
minutes 
- Gallop for 2 
minutes 
- Jog for 2 
minutes 
- March for 2 
minutes 
Repeat 3 times 

hop on right 
foot 
- 20 seconds 
hop on left 
foot 
- 20 seconds 
jump with feet 
together 
Repeat 3 times 

backyard: 
- Walk for 4 
minutes 
- Jog for 3 
minutes 
- Run for 1 
minute 
Repeat 3 times 

minute walk, 
scooter ride or 
bike ride with 
someone else 
from home. 

 

Punting – Take some time to read through the above step-by-step guide on how to punt 
a ball. This is just a reminder on the correct technique you should be trying to follow 
when punting. 

Grab a ball that is suitable for punting and head outside to find an open space. 

 

Activities 

a)   ‘Bombs Away’ – Grab 10-15 random objects such as soft toys, books, boxes etc. 
and scatter them in a restricted area that is about 5m long and 5m wide. 
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From a distance away that you find both challenging and suitable, punt your ball in the 
direction of your scattered items trying to hit as many of them as you can. Have 10 
punts in total. How many items did you hit altogether? Did you hit more than one item 
with one kick? 

 b)   ‘Clear the Line’ – Now take your items and place them in a straight line, about 2-
3 giant steps apart. Go to the end of the line and take 5 steps back away from the first 
item. Punt your ball as far as you can, trying to clear as many items as possible. If you 
clear the first item, award yourself 1 point, if you clear the second item, award yourself 
2 points, if you clear the third item, award yourself 3 points and so on. Have 10 punts in 
total. How many points was your furthest kick? 

 c)    ‘Punting Bowling’ – Grab 10 of your items and set them up like ten-pin bowling 
pins (see the picture below if you are not sure on where to place your items). 

Once again, from a distance away that you find both challenging and suitable, punt your 
ball in the direction of your 10 objects. Award yourself a point for every object you 
knock over/hit. How many can you knock over in 3 kicks? Reset the objects and play as 
often as you wish. Remember to point your toes toward the items. 

 

a)   Finish off by creating your own punting game or by simply playing kick-to-kick 
with another person or by setting up a goal and punting your ball towards it. Play for 
5-10 minutes. 
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Day 2 Resources  

 Resource 1 - Reading 
 

The House 

By Laurie Henry 

As I entered the front door, the marble floor glistened before me. The entryway opened to a 

grand staircase, which wound its way to the second level. My heels clicked across the cold, white floor 

as I proceeded to the living room on my left. A giant fireplace stretched across one end of the room. 

The impressive mantelpiece showcased a golden egg and porcelain figurines. A painting of sunflowers 

hung on the center of the wall. The white carpeting looked as if it had never been stepped on, and the 

entertainment centre  sprawled across the back wall. 

I turned around to face the dining room. A golden chandelier hung above a great mahogany 

table. A bank of French doors opened to a wrap-around deck at the back of the house. A lighted hutch 

contained crystal goblets and gold-edged dinnerware. Proceeding down the hallway, I discovered a 

custom kitchen on my left, opposite the far end of the dining room. The sleek counters were free of 

clutter. Cabinets hung on every inch of wall space. A breakfast nook looked out over the back garden. 

I soon retraced my steps to the entryway and ascended the stairs. A short hallway welcomed me 

to the second level of the house. To my left and at the front of the house was a small bedroom set up as 

a home office. The remainder of the upstairs consisted of a master bedroom suite. Two walk-in closets 

flanked the entrance to the master bedroom. No doubt, one closet was for him and the other one was 

for her. The matching bedroom furniture consisted of two dressers and night stands on either side of a 

four-poster bed. A wooden chest sat atop each dresser. A large bathroom sat off to the right side with 

double sinks inside. A whirlpool tub and shower stall lined the far wall. 

I slowly retreated and returned to the lower level and out the front door. I shall return to this 

exquisite abode. 
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Day 2 Writing: Fairy tale graphic organisers 

 

 

Fairy tale title: 
Author: 

 Classic version My version/changed version 

Main Characters 
 
 

  

Setting 
Where, when 
(Time and place) 

  

Problem 
Why? 
What is the conflict? 

  

Events 
 

  

Solution 
How? 

  

 

 

Day 2 Maths Warm-Up 
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AFL Times tables colour-in 

 
 

  

 
                                                                                                     

 

Day 3 
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Reading Watch the most recent BTN episode (new episodes each Tuesday).  
https://www.abc.net.au/btn/ 
 

For each segment, write down whose point of view is the story being told from. 

Writing

 

Using your graphic organiser from yesterday, you should continue to rewrite a fairy 

tale. You’re a writer! Think about the purpose of the piece you are writing, do you 

want it to make your reader laugh, cry, reflect, etc. 

  

Remember: You need to think about, whose point of view are you telling the story  

from? Are you telling your story in first person perspective from the point of view of 

the villain? How will you make your reader view the ‘hero’ as being the REAL villain? 

OR will it be in third person? 

 

Maths 
 
 
Written 
strategies: 
Multiplication 

Warm up: How many 
multiplication/division 
facts can you find? 
 
 
Game 1: Find 3 numbers 
in a row/line to create a 
multiplication fact.   
 

Example:  
4x6 = 24    or   6x4 =24 
 
Game 2: Find 3 numbers 
in a row/line to create a 
division fact. 
 
*You can use the 3  
numbers in any order. 

Formal Algorithm: Multiplication 

https://www.abc.net.au/btn/
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1. Set out your question in columns (make sure digits are in the correct place value) 

2. Multiply from right to left (carrying over or renaming when necessary) 

  

In this example they have put the carrying over or renaming number down the 

bottom. You can put it up above.  Refer to the video. Either way is ok. 

 
3. Double check your answer 
 

*Mr Hales has made a video to show you how to use the formal algorithm. The 
video will be posted on Google Classroom* 

 
Task: You are planning a set meal for a group of people. Choose items from the list 
below and calculate the cost. 
 
Step 1: Choose the number of people:  3 people        5 people       8 people 
Step 2: Choose one entree, main, side and dessert and calculate the total cost of each 
item using the formal algorithm. (It is a set menu so everyone will eat the same 
dishes) 
Step 3: Now find the total cost of the entire meal. 
 

Food 

Entree salad  $13 dips + crackers $12 cheese $15  soup $16 

Main fish  $38 lasagna  $36 steak  $39 pasta  $24 

Sides vegetables $11 mash potato  $13 chips $14 salad $12 

Dessert cheese cake $23 mousse $22 pavlova $24 sundae $25 

 
Example: 5 people 

Entre: soup  
$16 x 5 = 

Main: pasta 
$24 x 5 = 

Side: chips 
$14 x 5 = 

Dessert: mousse 
$22 x 5 = 

Total cost of 
entire meal 
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Extension: Using cards/dice/online number generator, create some random 
numbers. They could be 2 or 3 digit numbers.      
 
When you have 8 sets of numbers, create 8 single numbers to form 8 equations and 
calculate. Check at the end with a calculator.   HTO x O    or    TO x O 
 
If that’s too easy, create 8 equations that are 2 digit by 2 digit.    TO x TO 
 

BQT Continue with your two tasks from the Day 1 planner. 

Drama 
GAME- Become 

 In this activity, students practise ‘becoming’ different objects, individually, in pairs, 

or in groups. This exercise encourages creative thinking and can be an excellent 

warm-up before class or rehearsal. 

 How to play the game: 

Have students spread out in the playing space. One person is the object caller; 

everyone else begins the game by walking around the room. Try to involve the whole 

family. 

 The caller names an object. The walking players must become the object. They must 

do so immediately, without pausing. As soon as everyone has become the object, the 

caller tells them to walk around again. After a few seconds, the caller names another 

object. Pause occasionally to observe each other’s interpretations of the objects. 

 Some examples to try… 

Washing machine 
Guitar 
Computer 
Light bulb 
Camera 
Motorcycle 
Napkin 
Scissors 
Vacuum cleaner 
Blender 
Jack hammer 
Fork 
Sock 
Hose squirting water 
Pencil 
Park bench 
Bouquet of flowers 
Feather 
Beach ball 

Banana 
Toothbrush 
Mud puddle 
Tube 
Bottle 
Rope 
Chewed gum 
Pebble 
Rubber band 
Blanket 
Lipstick 
Axe 
Toilet 
Leaf 
Spatula 
Spaghetti 
Apple 
Rake 
Clock 
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Hair dryer Squirt gun 
 

 

Day 4 

Reading 
 

Watch this short video clip and fill out the following table from the old lady’s point of 

view and the boy’s point of view. 

 
Snack Attack: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38y_1EWIE9I 
 

Character Old Lady Boy 

What does this person think 
is happening? 

  

How do they feel about it?   

What question might they 
have at the end? 

  

 

Writing 

 

Finish writing your fairy tale and then revise and edit using CUPS and ARMS. 

Take your time revising your work! You are a writer and this is a process, remember! 

  

Things to think about whilst editing: 

● The 6+1 Traits (Voice, Conventions, Work Choice, Sentence Fluency, 

Organisation, Presentation, Ideas) 

● Think about ARMS and CUPS (see resource below ) 

● If you have handwritten your piece, think about your handwriting. 

● If you have included pictures make sure they match your text and make sense. 

● Ensure your drawings are nice and neat (if you have included them) 

● Think about your descriptions of characters (see resource below for ideas and 

see if you can include some of these words) 

Maths 
 
Mental 
strategies: 
Division 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Warm up: Times table Target 
Time how long it takes you to complete the times table target below  
(Maths Resource Day 4).  
 
Reflection: Which times tables do you still need to work on? 

Division 
 

Work out this problem in your head:    24 ÷ 4 
 
Explain to a family member what you did to find the answer or write it down.  
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38y_1EWIE9I
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Did you use any of the strategies in the 
poster? 

 
 
 
Grouping 
Repeated subtraction 
Skip counting/Number line 
Inverse operations/Fact families 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Task 1: Using any division strategy, answer 
the questions below in your book. 
 

 

   
 

 
Optional Task: Make a poster to remind you of all the division strategies. You can do 
this by hand or digitally (PicCollage, Powerpoint, Keynote etc.) 
 
 
Extension: Problem-Solving - Twenty Divided Into Six 
 
You might want to use some cards to help you with this problem. If you don’t have 
cards, you can make your own out of paper. 
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Katie had a pack of twenty cards numbered from 1 to 20. 
 

 
 
She arranged the cards into six piles.  
The numbers on the cards in each pile added to the same total. 
 
What was the total and how could this be done?  
 
*Note: There are thousands of solutions to this problem!* 
 

BQT Continue with your two tasks from the Day 1 planner. 

Music Last week we took a deeper look into how melody lines work and studied how Vance Joy 
creates interest in his chorus by making it quite melodic. 
This week we are going to create our own melody line as a chorus of a song. It will work very 
much like the jingle you wrote 2 weeks ago. The most effective jingles you wrote had 
repetition in the melody and repetition in the lyrics as well as careful thought going into a 
melody by thinking of it as a catchy tune. 
 
 Task; 

-          Think of a theme you would like your song to be about. It is best to pick something 
quite general; rather than something specific like ‘football’ as a theme, think of doing it 
about ‘happiness’. This topic is a lot broader and can include many different ideas. 
-          This song will work a lot like your jingle did but this time you are selling an idea or a 
feeling rather than a product. 
-          You are allowed 15 words for your chorus, however you can repeat phrases or words. 
This means that it will be really catchy! 
-          Listen to the harmony/accompaniment part below and hum a tune that works with it. 
You will notice there is a verse, short pre-chorus (coming in at 19 seconds) and then the 
chorus that comes in at 28 seconds. You have the option of just creating a chorus melody 
and lyrics, or filling out the whole song if you like! 
-          If you feel like a further extension to the task, you may come up with your own 
accompaniment part rather than use my backing track. 
-          If you do wish to write lyrics and a melody for both the verse and chorus; you might like 
to create a rap for the verse if that is easier, then a tuneful melody for the chorus. You may 
add as many words as you like for the verse. 
-          Take a few practices before you record your work. 
-          Record your melody with the backing track and send a video or audio file through 
Google Classroom. 

  
Harmony/Backing track; 
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RkC0tTX9dqxXALmBVIzwraWTKxCRY7VF 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RkC0tTX9dqxXALmBVIzwraWTKxCRY7VF
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RkC0tTX9dqxXALmBVIzwraWTKxCRY7VF
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1RkC0tTX9dqxXALmBVIzwraWTKxCRY7VF
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Day 4 Resources 

Maths Warm-Up: Times table Targets 
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Day 4 Writing Resources 

Character description words and ARMS and CUPS resource 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

Day 5 

Reading 
 

Read a book of your choice (for at least 20 mins), making sure it is a “just right book”.  
Is your text written in the first or third person? 
Whose point of view is the story being told from? 
 

Writing Publish your story 
 
Today you are going to publish your work, make sure you think about the changes 
you made yesterday to your story.  
 
Option 1: Create a picture book using Google Slides,  Powerpoint or just paper and 
pencils. Include a cover, title page, images/ drawings.  
Option 2: Create a movie trailer “True Story______.” This can be a combination of still 
images and live acting. You are to highlight key parts of the story but not tell the 
whole thing, it is just a ‘teaser’. 
Option 3: Turn your fairy tale into a song and video/record it. You could include dance 
if you want! 
Option 4: Be a movie critic and create a video discussing the new movie/ fairy tale 
and all its key features! Give it a rating! 
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Maths 
 
 
Written 
strategies: 
Division 

Warm-Up: Times Tables Tetris                                 
Fill in the coloured squares to make the 
multiplication fact 
 
 

Formal Algorithm: Division 
Steps: 

 

 
*Mr Hales has made a video to show you how to use the formal algorithm. The 

video will be posted on Google Classroom* 
 
Task:  Choose ONE set of questions to complete using the formal algorithm. Choose 
the one that will challenge you. If you finish early, you might want to choose another 
set to complete. 
 

Divide by 2 Divide by 4 Divide by 7 Divide by 9 

36 ÷ 2 = 24 ÷ 4 = 84 ÷ 7 = 162 ÷ 9 = 

22 ÷ 2 = 36 ÷ 4 = 105 ÷ 7 = 135 ÷ 9 = 

64 ÷ 2 = 84 ÷ 4 = 98 ÷ 7 = 117 ÷ 9 = 

36 ÷ 2 = 92 ÷ 4 = 112 ÷ 7 = 198 ÷ 9 = 

48 ÷ 2 = 48 ÷ 4 = 147 ÷ 7 = 153 ÷ 9 = 

86 ÷ 2 = 60 ÷ 4 = 91 ÷ 7 = 207 ÷ 9 = 

 

 
Extension:  
Find the missing numbers 
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BQT Complete your two tasks from the Day 1 planner. 

Art Introduction 
This week in your journal you will be creating a contour drawing. A contour drawing is 
when you only draw the outline around the objects. When you create this contour 
drawing you can’t take your pencil off the page. It needs to be one long continuous 
line. 
  
Task – Contour Drawing 

·         Use a grey lead pencil for your drawing. 
·         Find a view to draw – it could be a view out of a window, objects on a shelf, or 
the furniture on the other side of the room. 
·         You are drawing what you can see, only draw the outline of each shape and 
object. 
·         Do not lift your pencil off the page to create your drawing – your drawing will 
be one continuous line. 

 

 


